Ecological aspect of REMASTER® COMPACT:
The REMASTER® COMPACT System is a modern, universal user-friendly recycling plant and fulfills the following
conditions: Ecologically worthwhile, Economically convincing, Practical workable.

Profitability and financing capacity:
Repayment of a REMASTER® COMPACT System from the following factors:
Garbage fees, sale of electrical and thermal energy distribution and CDM certificates, generate subsidies from
environmental funds, sale of recyclables. The average amortization is between 2-10 years. The Business plan is
calculated in an excel-tool, applying the strict German lowest value principle. It considers the Cash Flow and
individual parameters like waste charges, energy costs, expenses etc.

Constantly growing Know-How,
Content Customers

REMASTER® COMPACT System

Sample Financing plan by a buyer-credit-transaction:
Only 15% of equity capital are needed for the financing. With a good credit ranking it´s also financeable. Starting with one module the internal financing of three additional modules or further technology is possible. The
necessary equity for the self financing for major projects is only 3,75%. Therefore large projects are feasible.
Maximum flexibility in technology, operation, financing and economic efficiency through modular design.

Structural conditions:

Time schedule
Extremely short manufacturing-, delivery and assembly times distinguishes the REMASTER® COMPACT system.
Ensures clean recycling and disposal. Please feel free to contact us, we develop a novel, need-oriented concept
for your system with you!
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The REMASTER® COMPACT system should be standing on a paved level ground of > 30.000 m² . Nearby there
should be a well developed street, a power distribution system and access to water (surface- or ground water,
water-demand app. 2 m³/h). Because of the modular design a Relocating at a later date is possible.

General Description of REMASTER® COMPACT System:

Design

Die REMASTER® COMPACT is a combination of a Recycling and Energy recovering system. The modules are
available in sizes from 35,000 to 100,000 t / a

Modular, process engineering design, individually extensible as required, in the sector of recycling opportunities and overall processing capacity. Maximum
flexibility in the process, processing capacity and
material flow are guaranteed. In times of increasing
recycling of materials and therefore associated fluctuating waste streams, the future is no longer centralized in large facilities, but much more in compact,
flexible, adjustable decentralized systems.
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Automatic vertical sorting by
* Pre-Shredder
* Conveyor belt
* Screening drum
* Overbelt magnet separator
* Eddy current separator
* Sensor based sorting
* Air separator
* Balistic based sorting
* Conveying systems
* After shredder
* Transport container

Storage,
transportation–
and drying drum
Conditioning of RDF

Energy Production
* Grate firing oven
* Steam turbine
* Emission by
EN2000/76EN

• 100% prefabrication in the factory, short planning-,
production-, delivery- and installation times, ideal
for project financing.
• Exhaust gas cleaning process according to the latest dry-type absorption process , no sewage, no
vapor plume, exhaust emissions complying the European values EN2000/76EC, 17. BimSchV.

Slag Processing

Recycling Products

Specific Waste

Construction material
Ferrous-metals
Non Ferrous-metals

Electric Energy

The shredded waste is fed over a belt into the Recycling Tower for automatically sorting of recyclables.
The transport takes place gravimetrically via shafts
and downspouts to ensure a smooth and low-emission process.The recyclables are falling in containers
or packing presses, the residue through a downpipe
in the walking floor with 2-side sliding trays for metered feeding of high-and low calorific waste (e.g. tires,
sewage sludge) and infectious waste (eg, hospital
waste).
The monitoring and controlling of the 3 sliding trays
takes place via an electric control circuit to the oven.
The defined extraction of the waste from the bottom

• The modular design allows to start with one module and to expand as needed. Equity capital would
be required only for the first module. The expansion of the system is achieved by using the generated cash flow (equity).
Conveyor Technology*1
Crushing
Sorting technology

Process description:
The delivered, weighted municipal/commercial waste is dumped on a paved surface. Visual / manual
screening by using excavators with a special gripper.
Noxious waste/ recyclable wastes (e.g. Car battery,
Electronic waste)are fed to a different utilization/ recycling. An excavator loads the waste into a bunker
with integrated shredder.

Advantages:

Technical Parameters:
Recycling Tower (standard version):
For the recycling of valuable materials such as Building materials (glass, ceramics, stone, sand), ferrous
and non-ferrous metals, PET bottles
*1 Standard version automatically, staff needed only
for process controlling. Expansion by a sorting belt
(manual) and other sensor based sortings possible

Special Belts and Chutes / Drop Shafts
2 shaft Shredder with grinding basket
Screening drum, Eddy current separator, FE– and NE-Magnetic separator, sensor based sorting

Thermal utilization (standard version):

is done over a speed controlled drying drum into a
double oven. Drying happens at a heat cycle with
convection, which is driven from a heat exchanger in
the exhaust flow. Sterilization and evaporation of the
vapors.

The plant is in consideration of the process parameters (pressure, temperature) as well as technical
construction for simple, robust and maintenancefriendly operation, and minimum wear and maximum technical availability.

Low emissions by modern step grate furnace. The
air flows lateral through extraction ducts above the
sliding trays into the oven. Lateral discharge of slag
over a water bath, FE and NE Magnet and a roller
screen to separate unburned waste (e.g. thick packs,
phone books). 2-vented horizontally positioned tube
boilers.
Hereafter the heated steam is expanded in a multistage turbine (high pressure-low pressure) and condenses. Exhaust gases are cleaned by a dry-type absorption process. The strict European prescriptions
for exhaust gases from waste incinerators are easily
fulfilled. The produced electric power is fed into the
grid via a substation.

• Compliance with the Transport dimensions due
Modular design (width max. 3.00 m, height max.
3.60 m).
• Low entire height of the REMASTER ® COMPACT
due innovative, patented Combustor® technology
and 2-vented horizontally positioned boilers.
• Complete processing of the order until the commissioning of the REMASTER ® COMPACT exclusively by only one company, no " Tower of Babylon"
effect. Supplied as a 100% turnkey system, BOOT,
BOO.

The REMASTER ® COMPACT can basically burn all
waste with a calorific value > 6.5 MJ / kg. In case of a
lower heating value a gas or oil burner switches on.

Oven
Boiler
Steam pressure
Steam temperature
Efficiency of the Boiler
Efficiency of the Turbine

Step grate furnace, patented Combuster® Technology
innovated 2-vented horizontally positioned boilers
>= 30 bar
>= 300C
>= 80%
>= 24,2% multi–stage condense turbine)

